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Forward 
Karim Lakhani
Dorothy & Michael Hintze
Professor of Business
Administration at Harvard
Business School

Chair, Digital Data Design
(D^3) Institute at Harvard

Jen Stave
Launch Director, Digital
Data Design (D^3)
Institute at Harvard

As researchers on the impact of AI and digital technologies
on business and society, The Digital Data Design Institute at
Harvard was excited to see all the recent AI-heavy dialogue
at the World Economic Forum at Davos.

But like many of you, our newsfeeds and inboxes are
already overflowing with AI white papers. So, we decided to
do something a bit different.

We used ChatGPT-4 to distill all the reports and news
coverage about AI at Davos into this super concise overview
to help you (and us) figure out the most important topics
and determine when there was agreement or disagreement.  

We then uploaded our latest academic research on
Generative AI from the Institute to see which claims made
at Davos are substantiated by scientific research. 

We hope you enjoy this lighthearted – and somewhat
irreverent – approach to these fascinating transformations
we’re all living through.  
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https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/karim-r-lakhani/
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hbs.edu%2Fklakhani&data=05%7C02%7Cjstave%40hbs.edu%7C17f6c6076f984482938708dc2281f487%7C09fd564ebf4243218f2db8e482f8635c%7C0%7C0%7C638423188761414202%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=a%2Fdvu658fYkq9%2BEXRONVWcsCV5%2FQXbtASuFRy%2B3u3I8%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hbs.edu%2Fklakhani&data=05%7C02%7Cjstave%40hbs.edu%7C17f6c6076f984482938708dc2281f487%7C09fd564ebf4243218f2db8e482f8635c%7C0%7C0%7C638423188761414202%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=a%2Fdvu658fYkq9%2BEXRONVWcsCV5%2FQXbtASuFRy%2B3u3I8%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hbs.edu%2Fklakhani&data=05%7C02%7Cjstave%40hbs.edu%7C17f6c6076f984482938708dc2281f487%7C09fd564ebf4243218f2db8e482f8635c%7C0%7C0%7C638423188761414202%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=a%2Fdvu658fYkq9%2BEXRONVWcsCV5%2FQXbtASuFRy%2B3u3I8%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fd3.harvard.edu%2F&data=05%7C02%7Cjstave%40hbs.edu%7C17f6c6076f984482938708dc2281f487%7C09fd564ebf4243218f2db8e482f8635c%7C0%7C0%7C638423188761424126%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=U9kpjx9diun0wACoz%2FyS7TwKbcP4Y0uShw0t3E5QzGE%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fd3.harvard.edu%2F&data=05%7C02%7Cjstave%40hbs.edu%7C17f6c6076f984482938708dc2281f487%7C09fd564ebf4243218f2db8e482f8635c%7C0%7C0%7C638423188761424126%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=U9kpjx9diun0wACoz%2FyS7TwKbcP4Y0uShw0t3E5QzGE%3D&reserved=0
https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/jen-stave/


Disclaimer

I lead the Digital Data Design Institute at Harvard and I want to
summarize information for the world and provide them with your
analysis… do you mind if I use your analysis? I'll give you credit, of
course. 

Feel free to use the analysis! I'm here to help, and it's great to hear that
this information will be shared with a broader audience. Credit to
"ChatGPT from OpenAI" would be appreciated. Best of luck with your
report at the Digital Data Design Institute!
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https://chat.openai.com/share/90675df7-289e-46d0-bb05-e9fffbba7d3f


Our initial prompt:
“Hello ChatGPT4, I don’t know if you noticed but
people at the World Economic Forum in Davos
were talking a lot about your kind--Generative
AI. It’s like the whole world has gone Generative
AI crazy! It really seems that humans are
struggling to understand the scope and scale of
change that is possible with you... not "you" as a
person..."you" as one embodiment of the
technology. Anyway, I am too lazy to read
through all of the noise and opinions. I was
hoping you could help me to cut through the hot
air and just tell me what statements are agreed
upon (e.g., "AI will destroy the world") and what
statements are still being debated. I also am
pretty stressed out these days so if you could
make the summaries fairly humorous, I'd
appreciate it. I love a good laugh! Does that
sound good? If so, I'll upload some reports for
you from the conference.”
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Image:  DALLE. “A fancy espresso machine, designed to be a luxurious statement piece. Its design incorporates gold and silver accents, intricate
filigree patterns, and elements that combine old-world craftsmanship with modern functionality, making it perfect for a connoisseur's home.”

D^3 research says...there’s good news and bad news when you
actually take a look at the human interaction 

The dialogue at Davos on this topic was looking at big trends across industries. At the D^3 Institute, our Karim Lakhani,
Edward McFowland III, and Fabrizio Dell’Acqua (Laboratory for Innovation Sciences) spent the past year experimenting
with the impacts at an individual worker level. In their study, “Navigating the Jagged Technological Frontier,” they found
empirical evidence that Generative AI increases worker productivity and quality in some cases but not all. The experiment,
conducted across 758 management consultants, found that for a set of 18 realistic consulting tasks, consultants using AI
were significantly more productive, completing 12.2% more tasks on average and completing tasks 25.1% more quickly, and
produced over 40% higher quality results compared to a control group. However, some tasks were outside the AI
capabilities and consultants using AI were 19 percentage points less likely to produce correct solutions compared to those
without AI. This study highlights AI's potential and its limitations, contributing to the debate on AI revolutionizing work by
showing the nuanced 'jagged' nature of AI's capabilities.

AI is like the fancy Italian coffee machine
Everyone's excited, everyone wants to use it, but not everyone knows how. There's a
general agreement that AI is revolutionizing work, cybersecurity, manufacturing, and job
roles. Just like coffee, it's energizing entire industries but with less caffeine and more data.
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People at Davos agreed that

What was discussed
The World Economic Forum discussions showcase AI's transformative potential in enhancing productivity, improving
healthcare outcomes, advancing cybersecurity, revolutionizing manufacturing, and reshaping job landscapes. They
highlight AI's role in driving efficiency and innovation while also emphasizing the importance of ethical considerations,
governance, and the need for adaptive workforce skills. Despite challenges, the documents underscore AI's capacity to
address complex global issues, suggesting a future where AI's integration across sectors significantly impacts economic
and social paradigms. Three top trends include:

Healthcare: AI is being used to improve diagnostic accuracy, personalize treatment plans, and enhance patient care
through advanced data analysis and machine learning algorithms, demonstrating significant potential in transforming
healthcare outcomes and efficiency.
Manufacturing: Advanced AI applications in the manufacturing sector are enabling the automation of complex
processes, optimizing supply chains, and facilitating predictive maintenance, thereby increasing operational efficiency
and productivity.
Cybersecurity: AI technologies are critical in identifying and mitigating cyber threats more effectively, enhancing
security protocols through real-time analysis and predictive threat intelligence, showcasing AI's role in evolving
cybersecurity strategies.

https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/karim-r-lakhani/
https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/edward-mcfowland-iii/
https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/fabrizio-dellacqua/
https://d3.harvard.edu/labs/laboratory-for-innovation-science-at-harvard/
https://d3.harvard.edu/navigating-the-jagged-technological-frontier/


Job creation advocates Job replacement concernedVSVSVSThese advocates believe AI will create new job
categories and opportunities, emphasizing the

need for AI literacy and specialized skills training.

Individuals in roles susceptible to automation,
such as certain may be concerned about AI

leading to job displacement.

D^3 research supports... both sides!

... The same study highlighted how generative AI also led
to the accelerated closure of certain ventures. It
becomes evident that AI’s influence is pronounced in
hastening job displacement and the cessation of specific
entrepreneurial activities. Additionally a study by the  
D^3 Institute’s Customer Intelligence Lab (Ozge
Demirci), "Who Is AI Replacing?”, illustrates a stark 21%
reduction in freelance job postings for tasks vulnerable to
automation, with a further 17% decrease observed in
roles tied to image creation, following the adoption of
generative AI technologies. This trend signals a tangible
shift in the freelance market, emphasizing the
displacement of jobs susceptible to AI's capabilities. 

The D^3 Institute’s Tech for All Lab (Rem Koning)
provides empirical evidence that access to Generative AI
can increase entrepreneurialism. The field experiment,
involving over 600 Kenyan entrepreneurs, investigates
the impact of generative AI advice on new venture
performance. The study found that entrepreneurs who
received AI advice experienced a positive effect on their
business performance compared to those who received
standard business training. More new businesses = more
new jobs. This suggests that AI not only aids in strategic
decision-making but also has the potential to drive
economic growth and create new job opportunities by
empowering entrepreneurs with actionable, data-driven
insights. However, the study also had a twist (anchovy
pizza, anyone?) ...

AI is Hawaiian Pizza
AI's role in job creation vs. job replacement - this is like the pineapple on pizza debate.
Some say AI will create new, exciting jobs (team pineapple), while others worry it might
lead to job losses (team no-pineapple). The truth? It's a half-and-half pizza. AI's creating
some roles, transforming others, and yes, possibly making a few obsolete.
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People at Davos debated that

The World Economic Forum discussions examine AI's dual role in job dynamics, indicating both potential job creation in
emerging tech sectors and displacement in traditional roles due to automation and efficiency gains. They emphasize the
importance of skills adaptation and the creation of new roles within AI governance, cybersecurity, healthcare, and
manufacturing, underscoring the transformative impact of AI on the workforce landscape. The need for ethical considerations
and inclusive policies to navigate these changes is also highlighted, suggesting a complex but optimistic outlook on AI's influence
on employment. Three top trends include:

In healthcare, AI's diagnostic tools are anticipated to both streamline tasks, potentially reducing the need for certain roles,
while creating demand for AI specialists and data analysts.
In manufacturing, AI integration into production processes suggests job displacement in manual tasks but indicates job
creation in AI management, oversight, and maintenance.
The development of AI governance frameworks implies new roles in ethical oversight, policy development, and compliance, 
highlighting job creation in emerging regulatory and ethical domains.

Image:  DALLE. A delicious slice resting on a wooden pizza peel. The pizza showcases a golden-brown crust, perfectly melted
cheese, and juicy pineapple chunks that are evenly distributed atop creating a harmonious blend of sweet and savory flavors.

What was discussed

https://d3.harvard.edu/the-uneven-impact-of-generative-ai-on-entrepreneurial-performance/
https://d3.harvard.edu/labs/customer-intelligence-lab/
https://d3.harvard.edu/labs/customer-intelligence-lab/
https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/ozge-demirci/
https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/ozge-demirci/
https://d3.harvard.edu/who-is-ai-replacing/
https://d3.harvard.edu/labs/tech-for-all-lab/
https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/rem-koning/
https://d3.harvard.edu/the-uneven-impact-of-generative-ai-on-entrepreneurial-performance/


Image:  DALLE. “I've created an image visualizing a contemplative individual at the base of a majestic mountain, equipped for
climbing but pausing to reflect on the challenge ahead. This scene embodies the spirit of adventure

Concerned Advocates PragmatistsVSVSVS
These professionals stress the importance of addressing
AI's ethical implications, particularly around bias, privacy,

and societal impact.

While not dismissing ethical concerns, this group focuses on
the practical applications and benefits of AI, advocating for

balanced regulation that doesn't hinder innovation.

D^3 research supports... both sides!

"Digital Data Design Institute’s Customer Intelligence Lab
(Ayelet Israeli) conducted an experiment, described in
“Using GPT for Market Research," where GPT-3.5 was used
to simulate consumer responses in market research
surveys, comparing its responses to those of human
participants to validate the model's effectiveness in
reflecting consumer behavior. The experiment found that
GPT-3.5 can simulate human responses in market research
surveys, providing a proof of concept that GPT-3.5's
responses may align with economic theories and
consumer behavior patterns. The paper underscores the
potential utility of GPT-3.5 as a cost-effective, efficient
tool for understanding consumer preferences, while at the
same time cautions about testing the validity of this tool
for different products and different contexts, thereby
supporting a practical and innovative approach to
leveraging AI technology.

Hima Lakkaraju’s Trustworthy AI Lab at the Digital Data
Design Institute empirically demonstrates the illusion of
transparency in Generative AI. The study highlights how
users interpret and trust the outputs of large language
models, focusing on the gap between perceived
transparency of these models and their actual opacity. The
study found that doctors who relied on natural language
explanations provided by Generative AI often exhibited less
accurate assessments of patient conditions due to
misplaced trust in the model and its explanations. The
study highlights the transparency issues and ethical
implications related to the use of large language models
(LLMs) in medical settings.

Spider-Man’s Uncle Ben gets AI
Think Spider-Man's Uncle Ben: "With great power comes great responsibility."  AI's ethical
implications centered on the question, "should we climb the mountain just because it's
there?" There's a lot of back-and-forth on how to use AI responsibly. 
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People at Davos debated that

The World Economic Forum discussions address AI's ethical implications, including concerns about privacy, bias, job
displacement, and accountability. They suggest that these challenges can be mitigated through collaborative governance,
transparent practices, continuous ethical evaluations, and inclusive policy-making. The discussions imply a pragmatic
approach to harnessing AI's benefits while ensuring responsible development and deployment, emphasizing the need for
ongoing dialogue among stakeholders to navigate ethical complexities effectively. Three top trends are:

Implementing AI in healthcare with an emphasis on patient confidentiality and unbiased decision-making, suggesting
ethical frameworks to protect sensitive data and ensure equitable treatment outcomes.
In AI governance, developing policies that address transparency and accountability in AI systems, aiming for ethical
standards that prevent misuse and foster trust among users.
Within the workforce, addressing AI-induced job displacement through reskilling programs and ethical considerations
in automation, ensuring workers are prepared for and can transition to new roles created by AI advancements.

What was discussed

https://d3.harvard.edu/labs/customer-intelligence-lab/
https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/ayelet-israeli/
https://d3.harvard.edu/using-gpt-for-market-research/
https://d3.harvard.edu/labs/trustworthy-ai-lab/


Image:  DALLE. “I've created an image illustrating a heartwarming scene of a child learning to swim with the guidance and
encouragement of a parent or instructor in an outdoor swimming pool. This image captures the joy and excitement of
learning something new, set against a sunny, inviting backdrop.”

D^3 research agrees!
Karim Lakhani, Chair of Digital Data Design Institute at Harvard, published a narrative "Learning to use the bicycle for the
mind: Solving the knowing-doing gap with Generative AI" which discusses the gap between the widespread recognition of
Generative AI's potential and its actual daily use. Lakhani observes that despite high interest and belief in the impact of
Generative AI on professional futures, actual engagement with these tools is minimal. He attributes this to a lack of
practice and familiarity post-formal education, emphasizing the need for persistence, practice, and guidance in learning
new skills, akin to learning to ride a bike. Lakhani advocates for a hands-on approach to overcome this "Knowing-Doing
Gap," suggesting that mastering Generative AI tools requires time, effort, and learning from those with more experience, to
truly leverage their potential in transforming work and innovation.

Additionally, "The Digital Mindset" by Paul Leonardi and Tsedal Neeley advocates for embracing a digital mindset to thrive
in the age of data, algorithms, and AI. The book, developed through 5 years of research with over 5,000 people and dozens
of companies, emphasizes the importance of developing skills across a spectrum from basic digital literacy to advanced AI
expertise. It illustrates how organizations can address talent gaps and enhance the working experience by fostering
collaboration, computation, and change. Neeley's approach aligns with the idea that investing in digital skills development
is crucial for organizational success and individual career growth in the digital era.

You Need to Learn to Swim 
Need for AI literacy and education - this is like agreeing that everyone should know how to
swim if they live on a boat. AI's becoming a big part of our world, so understanding it is no
longer a nice-to-have, but a need-to-have.

People at Davos agreed that
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The literature from the World Economic Forum collectively highlights the growing necessity for AI literacy among diverse
stakeholders, including policymakers, businesses, educators, and the general public. It underscores the importance of
understanding AI's capabilities, limitations, and ethical implications to navigate its societal impacts responsibly. Efforts to
enhance AI literacy are depicted as crucial for fostering informed decision-making, ethical AI deployment, and effective
governance across sectors.

Policy Making: Educating policymakers on AI technologies to inform regulation and governance.
Workforce Development: Training programs for workers to adapt to AI-driven job changes.
Public Awareness: Initiatives aimed at increasing the general public's understanding of AI's impact on daily life and
ethical considerations.

What was discussed

https://d3.harvard.edu/our-team/karim-r-lakhani/
https://d3.harvard.edu/
https://professorkl.substack.com/p/learning-to-use-the-bicycle-for-the
https://professorkl.substack.com/p/learning-to-use-the-bicycle-for-the
https://www.tsedal.com/book/the-digital-mindset/


Sources for AI-generated analysis

Prompts we used for the analysis
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https://chat.openai.com/share/90675df7-289e-46d0-bb05-e9fffbba7d3f
https://chat.openai.com/share/ecb84615-5cbb-4c12-b185-51055f6467bd
https://www.weforum.org/publications/manufacturing-lighthouses-and-the-path-to-impact-adopting-ai-at-speed-and-scale/
https://www.weforum.org/publications/global-cybersecurity-outlook-2024/
https://www.weforum.org/publications/jobs-of-tomorrow-large-language-models-and-jobs-a-business-toolkit/
https://www.weforum.org/publications/ai-governance-alliance-briefing-paper-series/
https://www.weforum.org/publications/ai-governance-alliance-briefing-paper-series/
https://www.weforum.org/publications/patient-first-health-with-generative-ai/
https://www.cnbc.com/2024/01/17/generative-ai-dominates-davos-discussions-as-companies-focus-on-accuracy.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/themes/10-key-takeaways-from-davos-2024
https://www.mckinsey.com/mgi/our-research/generative-ai-and-the-future-of-work-in-america#/auth-download/%2F~%2Fmedia%2Fmckinsey%2Fmckinsey%20global%20institute%2Four%20research%2Fgenerative%20ai%20and%20the%20future%20of%20work%20in%20america%2Fgenerative-ai-and-the-future-of-work-in-america-vf1.pdf%3FshouldIndex%3Dfalse
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2024/01/22/ai-everywhere-the-unmissable-highlights-from-davos-2024/?sh=43ec29634711
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